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Chapter 1 : House Plans Elevations With Multiple
House Plans with Multiple Elevations These Multiple Elevation house plans were designed for builders who are building
multiple homes and want to provide visual diversity. All of our plans can be prepared with multiple elevation options
through our modification process.

Below are four drawings that represent the formal and spatial characteristics of the Pantheon, a building from
ancient Rome. The top two drawings are elevations -- the left is a front elevation of the entry and on the right
is a side elevation. The entry portico is on the left hand side of this second elevation. On the bottom is a
section created by slicing through the building and finally a plan. You can compare them to a further
explanation and description of the actual space and the events that take place in it in the video presented right
after: Representation and Reproductions Cont. Plan A plan is a horizontal section through an object. For a
building we typically take this section about four feet off the floor. That way we can capture any windows in
the section and better comprehend the nature of the space within the building. One of the challenges of a
section is that it only portrays information at the point where the section is cut. In the illustration above if you
move two feet forward the section changes. Because the curve of the arch that the cut is through is changing.
If one is looking at a very dynamic and changing volume of a room, like a concert hall, there will need to be
many sections to adequately describe the structure. Sections are very good at describing hidden and complex
volumes. In the drawing below, again by Giovanni Battista Piranesi, it is not until a section is cut through the
hill that we can understand the complexity of tunnels and forms that have been carved into the hill and under
the Tuscan structure that is built upon the hill. The plan above, created by Giovanni Battista Piranesi of an
ancient Roman Bath, demonstrates the ability of a plan to depict very large and complex buildings. The
intricacy of the plan depicts a range of rooms in clear relationship to one another with openings, columns, and
ceiling configuration these are depicted by the dotted lines in many of the rooms. The convention of cutting a
horizontal section four feet off the floor to describe the plan of a building however does present some
challenges. For instance, how would we draw a stair? Is it cut at four feet as well? How about a loft or balcony
that overlooks the floor below? What about high clerestory windows? As you can see these special conditions
present some challenges to the simple rule that a plan is a horizontal section cut four feet above the floor.
While there are no hard and fast rules that will resolve such questions, we can state that the plan should be
drawn to provide as much information about the three dimensionality of the space as can be easily displayed.
Stairs are particularly difficult to depict in plan because they exist in a three dimensional volume that is really
best seen in section. For instance, when we draw stairs a cut line is shown at about four feet above the floor. If
the plan is drawn of the second floor of a two story building one will see the entire stair as it descends from
the second floor landing. The illustration of Maison Citrohan by Le Corbusier illustrates how stairs are
depicted using the conventions of drawing architectural plans. There are two stairs in the plan -- a straight stair
that runs along the length of the side of the house and a circular stair. On the first floor you can see the stair
has a slash through it indicating that it has been cut to depict the plan of the lowest level. On the second floor
we see the entire first floor stair and the stair from the second to the third floor has been cut to reveal the toilet
space under the stair. Finally, on the third floor plan we see all two stairs. How the exterior stair looks in three
dimensions is shown in the perspective sketch by Le Corbusier. The next illustration is of the Villa Moller
built in by Adolf Loos. It displays a very complicated arrangement of rooms in space with an equally complex
set of stairs. See if you can follow the arrangement of stairs in this house. A section is provided to assist in the
puzzle. Stair 1 -- Takes the visitor to a room that is a few feet above the entry level or street level. This takes
us to a rather large landing where Stair 2 -- continues the journey to the main floor of the house, level 2. Stair
is the service stair and connects the service entry door to the kitchen on the second floor. Stair provides access
to the third floor of bedrooms as well as to a reading room off the landing. Stair 5 -- takes one to a small
sitting area that is in a bay window that overlooks the street. Stair 6 -- provides access to the same music room
as Stair 4. It is a more direct and more public way of entering the reading room from the main solon. Stair 7 -is the exterior stair from the back of the house. It provides access to the main solon and up to the terrace at the
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reading room level. Stair 8 -- a circular stair that leads up the the servants bedrooms on level four. This
example demonstrates that sometimes architectural plans can have difficulty displaying the complexity of
some three dimensional arrangements of space. Of course it is important to keep in mind that the plan alone
cannot describe a space. One needs elevations and sections to fully develop a three dimensional depiction
using descriptive geometry. Our eyes operate with a perspectival bias and that makes it difficult to view an
object in elevation. Elevations are a projection on a plane in front of the object with no distortion because of
perspective. Each line and surface that is parallel to the plane of projection is a true dimension. In architecture
we typically use elevation to describe the exterior of the building, its facade, as well as to depict the interior
walls of a room, interior elevations. Consequently to see the projections of a bay window or a porch will
require more than one elevation to fully describe the object.
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Chapter 2 : Small House Elevations | Small House Front View Designs
If the floor plans are like looking down at a house without a roof, the elevation is like looking at it from the side. The
drawing is distorted - while you and I would look from the street at a house and see depth and perspective, an elevation
drawing is compressed into a single plane.

Plans and elevations Discover the Design For Place features and specifications , and download the plans and
elevations. Design features Design For Place showcases sustainable, modern design. The architect-designed
house plans feature a large main bedroom with a generous walk-in-robe WIR and ensuite. There is also an
open plan living and kitchen area with cathedral ceilings, bathroom and laundry. The flexible, functional floor
plans are available for longer blocks in two size options: Features include the dramatic ceiling line, extra
highlight windows, and generous room sizes including a study capable of accommodating two adults working
together. The study can also be used as an additional bedroom. Central courtyards assist in providing
opportunities for north-facing glazing on the majority of living spaces, you will need to develop elevations and
full plans for this option. Reverse brick veneer construction in selected locations and a burnished concrete slab
to give high levels of internal thermal mass. Significant amounts of good quality north-facing glass to provide
high levels of natural light in winter and a good connection to outdoor living spaces. Open, generous living
spaces that provide some flexibility in furniture arrangements and a good sense of liveability. Large overhangs
and eaves in appropriate locationsâ€”these can be adjusted in size to respond to different climate conditions
where needed. Sun-hoods to east and west windows to assist in control of solar gain in summer. Openable
windows and doors on multiple sides of most rooms to allow for good levels of natural cross-ventilation. High
openable windows over north-facing sliding doors to allow for night-time flushing of hot air when required.
Generous bedroom sizes to provide options for bed sizes and inclusion of desks if desired. Good opportunities
for integrated storage, including significant storage in the garage. A combination of lightweight and masonry
external cladding to provide additional interest to the exterior. A southern courtyard that can be used as a
refuge in summer and assist in cross-ventilation of main living spaces when required. For details of all the
materials and finishes view the full specifications. The key features of Options 1A and 2A are:
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Chapter 3 : Plan, Elevation, Section
House elevation drawings are created after you have created your floor plan drawings. See our Make Your Own
Blueprint tutorial for instructions on creating detailed floor plans. If you are just starting out with your home design, check
out our free Home Design Tutorial.

Mathematicians are not the people who find Maths easy; they are the people who enjoy how mystifying,
puzzling and hard it is. Are you a mathematician? Keep it up and thank you! Only recently been discovered
but is used daily with all my classes. It is particularly useful when things can be saved for further use. This is
an addictive challenge that begins easy but develops into quite a difficult puzzle. Answers There are answers
to this exercise but they are available in this space to teachers, tutors and parents who have logged in to their
Transum subscription on this computer. A Transum subscription unlocks the answers to the online exercises,
quizzes and puzzles. It also provides the teacher with access to quality external links on each of the Transum
Topic pages and the facility to add to the collection themselves. Subscribers can manage class lists, lesson
plans and assessment data in the Class Admin application and have access to reports of the Transum Trophies
earned by class members. If you would like to enjoy ad-free access to the thousands of Transum resources,
receive our monthly newsletter, unlock the printable worksheets and see our Maths Lesson Finishers then sign
up for a subscription now: Subscribe Go Maths Learning and understanding Mathematics, at every level,
requires learner engagement. Mathematics is not a spectator sport. Sometimes traditional teaching fails to
actively involve students. One way to address the problem is through the use of interactive activities and this
web site provides many of those. Maths Map Are you looking for something specific? An exercise to
supplement the topic you are studying at school at the moment perhaps. Navigate using our Maths Map to find
exercises, puzzles and Maths lesson starters grouped by topic. The short URL, ready to be copied and pasted,
is as follows: Do you have any comments? It is always useful to receive feedback and helps make this free
resource even more useful for those learning Mathematics anywhere in the world. Click here to enter your
comments.
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Chapter 4 : Plans and Elevations
For House Plans, You can find many ideas on the topic elevations, house, plans, and, and many more on the internet,
but in the post of House Plans And Elevations we have tried to select the best visual idea about House Plans You also
can look for more ideas on House Plans category apart from the topic House Plans And Elevations.

House Building Blog How to Draw Elevations from Floor Plans This elevation drawing tutorial will show you
how to draw elevation plans required by your local planning department for your new home design. We will
explain how to draft these drawings by hand. If you are using home design software, most programs have a
tool to create the elevation plans from your design. House elevation drawings are created after you have
created your floor plan drawings. See our Make Your Own Blueprint tutorial for instructions on creating
detailed floor plans. If you are just starting out with your home design, check out our free Home Design
Tutorial. In addition to the floor plans, you will need to provide your builder and local planning department
with elevation drawings and cross-section drawings. The elevation plans are scaled drawings which show all
four sides of the home with all perspective flattened. These plans are used to give the builder an overview of
how the finished home will look and the types of exterior finishing materials. It will also provide information
about the elevation of the ground on the various faces of the home. For the local planning department, they
will need these drawings to insure that the local building code is being adhered to. You will be creating four
elevation views, one for each side of the house regardless of whether your home is of a conventional shape or
not. Check with your builder and planning department as to what scale they prefer these drawings to be. For
each side of the house, elevation drawings should show: Each wall length and its height, The roof width and
height, The visible portion of the foundation, Any exterior features such as decks, porches and stairs , Window
and door trim, Exterior wall and roof finishings e. Materials Required For a list of the required drafting
materials see our page on drafting house construction drawings. Getting Started To draft your elevation plans,
you will start with your floor plans for the main floor of your house. The easiest method is to draw your
elevations to the same scale as your floor plans. To make the process a bit easier: Tape your main floor plan
drawing to the surface of your work table with the front side of the house facing towards you. Tape the sheet
of paper for your elevation drawing just below or above the floor plan. With this method you will transfer each
feature on the front face of the house to the other sheet of paper. The drawing to the right shows a completed
elevation drawing and the floor plan it was taken from. The dotted lines show places where the walls bump in
or out. Step by Step Guide to Drawing House Elevations Drawing Main Floor Wall Baseline To draw the
initial baseline for the main floor, Using your floor plan drawings and starting at the extreme left end of any
walls on this side of the house on the ground floor, measure the horizontal distance of this wall. Make sure you
are including the thickness of any siding material for the exterior side walls for this level. This siding can be
very thin in the case of parging or thick in the case of stone or brick. Draw a faint line the same length of this
wall towards the bottom left third of your page. This faint horizontal line will later be erased since it will not
be visible from the outside of the house unless the exterior finish of the house changes at this exact point. It is
drawn now only as a reference from which to measure to the top of the next floor or roof line. Make a small
upward tick mark at the end of this wall. If there is another exterior wall at the same elevation to the right of
this wall for example a wall that bumps out or recedes in from this first wall , measure this wall in the same
way as the first. Draw this next line as a continuation of the first line. Do not erase the tick mark that indicates
the division between these walls. Continue on marking walls in this way until you reach the end of walls on
this side of the house. Determining and Drawing Wall Heights Next you will draw the vertical lines for the
exterior walls on this side. For each of the wall bases: Determine how high the wall will be above its
unfinished floor height. To do this you will need to consider the height of the ceiling of the rooms within this
section of the house and add to that the height of any floor or ceiling joists above it. Also add on the height of
any sub-flooring, if there are floors above. Draw faint vertical lines up from each of the wall base lines to the
height you have determined in the previous step. Later you will draw a darker line which includes the finished
material on the outside of the home. Draw a faint horizontal line at the level of the upper ceiling joists or
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subfloor above this level. If there is another floor above this level, continue on to the step 5. Otherwise move
on to the next section, Draw Window and Door Outlines. Using the floor plans for the next level up, perform
steps 1 through 3 again making tick marks where you will need to draw any vertical walls. Once again
determine the heights of these walls then draw a faint horizontal line to show the level of the top of the
sub-flooring or ceiling joists for the next level. Continue repeating the above steps until you have no floors
above the current level. Then move on to the next section, Draw Window and Door Outlines. Draw Window
and Door Outlines For all of your windows and doors, measure from the horizontal lines of your floors to
position the exterior doors and windows. Your construction drawings, usually the cross-sections, will detail
the height at which each window should be placed. A separate window and door schedule gives the
dimensions for all your windows and doors. Later you will draw the exterior window and door trim. Drawing
the Roofs The roof lines can be of many styles: To draw the roof for each elevation view, first consider
whether your roof will overhang and drop below the exterior wall on the elevation plan you are currently
drafting. For a shed or gable roof with eaves, the roof on two sides will drop lower than where it connects with
the wall. From the view of the other two sides it will stay at one level. Take a look at the elevations at the very
top of this page to see an illustration of this. Dropping Roofs If this level has an overhanging roof that slopes
down over the wall, you will need to do some calculations for roof overhang before you draw the horizontal
line for the wall top. If there is a roof overhang at this level which drops down over the wall, calculate how
much the roof will drop in the actual overhang area. To do this, Take the slope or pitch of your roof, which is
usually described as the rise over run in the form of 5: The first number refers to how many inches or
centimetres the roof will rise or drop over a horizontal distance indicated by the second number which in
North America is usually 12 inches. Take your horizontal roof overhang to determine what the vertical roof
overhand drop will be. For instance if you have a 5: Now you will need to subtract this drop from the height of
the wall that you previously calculated since in the elevation drawing this roof line will drop below the top of
the wall height. Using this new calculated height, draw the line showing the lower edge of the roof line.
Non-Dropping Roof Lines For an end gable wall or a shed wall, determine the highest point of the wall below
your roof. To do this you need to know the slope of the roof. First read the section above on roof pitch, then
calculate the height of top most point of your roof above the current floor in the following way. Measure the
horizontal distance from one of the side walls of the house in this elevation view to where the peak of the roof
will be. For some houses this will be the center of the house, for other roof styles it may not be the center. For
example for a 5: Mark a tick on the floor surface to indicate the spot above which will lie the roof peak.
Extend a faint vertical line up from this point. Measure up this line to the height you have just calculated
above. Now join this roof peak to the outside edge of the house. If the roof slopes directly down to the other
side of the house you can draw another line from the roof peak to the other edge of the house as well. Next
determine the thickness of your actual roof including all framing and the roof itself and draw this onto your
elevation drawing. Make sure that you have included all roofs that are visible from this house face. Notice in
the elevation above, the small portion of shed roof which covers a bumpout on the right side is visible.
Basements, Foundations and Chimneys Next add on the basement, crawl space or foundation. For the
elevation views you need only show the parts of this level which are visible above ground. Other drawings,
called cross-sections, will provide further building details for this part of the home. For the lower level or
foundation, first determine if the lower wall, without any finished surface such as siding or stucco, will
protrude from the upper wall. Then consider what type of finishing will be on the foundation and what will be
on the upper levels. For some homes the concrete foundation may have parging or stucco and the upper level s
may have a different finishing. If the whole house will have the same finish type hopefully your home design
is such that the lower foundation wall is flush to the upper wall s. If not, now is the time to adjust your
foundation plans so that they will be flush. If the sidings will change, consider whether you want them flush,
the finished foundation wall protruding, or inset. There is no correct way to do it but in general an inset
foundation wall could give your home a somewhat unstable look. If you are building a traditional wood
framed home you have a bit of latitude as to where on the thick foundation wall you will set the wood framing
for the floor above. In this way you can decide exactly how your upper finished walls will or will not line up.
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Once you have determined where the foundation wall will sit, draw a faint line from the main floor
downwards to slightly below what you think will be your finished ground height. Now you can also add any
chimneys. As with the walls you have drawn, make sure that you include the thickness of any finishing
materials that may be on the chimney, be it wood siding, brick or stone. Detail Exterior Finishing If you will
have wood or another type of siding horizontal, vertical or cedar shake draw these lines to indicate the finish.
For a stucco wall you need not draw any surface. For a brick or stone wall, the finish should be drawn. Make
sure you include any trim bands, belt lines, etc.
Chapter 5 : Beautiful House elevation designs Gallery - Kerala home design and floor plans
Kerala Style Contemporary Villa Elevation and Plan at blog.quintoapp.com Here's a wonderful house that'll tempt you to
call it home. Every nook and cranny of it is moulded with modern architecture.

Chapter 6 : House Plans with Multiple Elevations - blog.quintoapp.com
Discover the Design For Place features and specifications, and download the plans and elevations.. If you decide to
build, adapt or use Design For Place for your project please contact us.

Chapter 7 : Kerala House Plans Designs, Floor Plans and Elevation
3D House Plans House Layout Plans Indian house plans Best house plans Modern house plans House layouts Dream
House Plans Small house plans 5 marla house plan Forward 30x60 house plan,elevation,3D view, drawings, Pakistan
house plan, Pakistan house elevation,3D elevation ~ Glory Architecture.

Chapter 8 : Modern House Plans - blog.quintoapp.com
E xplore our extensive library of elevations and floor plans to find your ideal ranch, story-and-a-half or two-story home.
Mitch Harris Building Company is proud to be a custom home builder. Mitch Harris Building Company is proud to be a
custom home builder.

Chapter 9 : 50x80 Elevations find 50 x 80 House elevations for duplex house plans 50*80 site elevation
Download free 50 Modern House drawing set In Autocad dwg files.(detailed home elevation cad) Include this drawing
set floor plan, elevations, sections, working plan, structure detail, electrical layout and detail, toilet detail, furniture layout,
interiors layout, plumbing detail and all type of various type of detail of cad dwg drawing of modern house.
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